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Choose the correct answer i,'011l the following:
1. Which is the type of culture?

a.Non-charismatic
c.Non-adaptive
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b. on-material
d. on-attitudes

2. Which of these does not have social recognition?
a. Fictive kinship b. Illegitimate child
c. Consanguineous kinshi p d. Affinal

3. Which is not a type of Authority in Classical sociology?
a.Charismatic b. Legal Rational
c.Organic d.Traditional

4. Which is not an Ascribed status?
a.Age b. Sex c. Richness d. Caste

5. The concept of Looking-Glass-self is given by:
a.C Hutton Cooley b.Charles Horton
c. Durkheim d. one

6. Which is a category of social control?
a.Mechanical b. Informa I
c.Insulation d.Readiness

7. Another name for Age Stratification is:
a.Age grading b.Age layers
c.Age stimulation d.Age culmination

8. "The process by which individuals and groups are ranked in a more or less enduring
hierarchy of status is known as stratification" - is defined by:
a.Gisbert b.Ogburn and imkoff
c.Rayrnond d.Lundberg

9. Alliance Theory and Descent Theory of Kinship are given by:
a.Claude Levi Strauss b.Saussure
c.Durkheim d.Foucault

10. . refers to the process by which individuals may take on values and beliefs of
the host culture and accommodate them in the public sphere, while maintain the
parent culture in the private sphere.
a.Cultural diffusion b.Cultural accommodation
c.Cornpetition d.None of the above
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11. Metaphysics means:
a.Study of positivism
c.Stl:.:!.y of micro level

b.Study of fundamental being
d.Study of empiricism

12. ·· .is generally taken to mean a section of a national culture".
a.Sub-Culture b.Civilization
c.Rural-Urban Contiuum d.Generation-gap

13. A boss will suffer. .......• if forced to fire an employee who is also a close friend to him.
a. Sta tus b. Role conflict
c.Class struggle d. All of the above

14. Adopted child is an example of:
a.Affinal kin
c.Fictive kin

b. Consanguineous kin
d.Static Kin

15. W!1ich of these has higher level of 'we feeling?
a.Community b.Association
c.Institution d.Organization

When collective consciousness is very high, the solidarity is called:
a. Organic b. Mechanical
c.Insulation d.Rebellion

16.

EPW stands for:
a.Elements of Political World
c.Econorny and Politics of World

18. Which is not a type of Deviance?
a. Ritualism
c.lnnovation

17.
b.Economic and Political Weekly
d.Elernents of Political Weekly

b.Retreatisrn
d. Discovery

19. The term 'Evolution' comes from:
a. Latin Word 'Euoluere'
c.Italian Word' Evelve'

b.Creek Word 'Euoiuiec'
d.Cerman Word 'Evalueve'

20. Which one is correct?
a. Power is legitimized.
b. Authority has no hierarchy.
c. Deviance is the breakdown of norms.
d. Authority is a personality trait.

= = *** = =
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[ PART-B :Descriptive J
Time: 2 hrs. 40min. Marks: 50

[Answer question no.1 & any four (4) from the rest]

1. What is theory? What is sociological theory? How does it help to 2+3+5=10

understand society?

2. What is status? What is role? What do you understand by role-conflict? 3+3+4=10

3. What is Interactionist perspective? How this perspective helps to
understand activities in society in a better way?

4. What is social stratification? What are the dimensions of social
stratification?

3+7=10

5+5=10

5. What is deviance? Elaborate the types of deviance.

6. What is structural functionalism? What do you understand by post
structuralism?

2+8=10

5+5=10

7. Write short notes on:
i) Conflict theory
iv) Adaptation

2x5=10

ii) Assimilation
v) Critical theory

iii) Acculturation

8. What is social change? Write about the causes of social change. 5+5=10

==***==
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